Chemical management roadmap

VISION

WORKING AREAS

Leading the
Change

Traceability

100% traceability of input chemicals by 2030.

Engagement

Push legislation and support public policies promoting
progressive chemical management. 

Transparency

Leading
the change
towards safe
products and
a toxic free
fashion future

Safe
products

Best
available
chemicals

Zero discharge
Toxic
Free

100% circular

Cooperation
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LONG-TERM GOALS & AMBITIONS 

OUR DEFINITION 

We want to lead the change by not only minimising, but
eliminating the impact of harmful chemicals on people and
the environment in a transparent way.

Share information with customers, right-to-know principle.
Full public disclosure on waste water discharge test data.

Promote innovation and better chemicals/technology to
enable use of the best available chemicals in supply chain.

Safe products are those that do not cause any harm to people
or the environment. But a difficulty is that knowledge about the
properties and hazards of chemicals are constantly evolving.
This means that a product that is considered safe today might
not be in the future. We therefore work actively to ensure safe
products by continuously evaluating new knowledge and data.

No discharge of prioritized hazardous chemicals in the
supply chain. Factories apply best chemical management
practice and better chemicals/processes without any impact
of harmful chemicals on people or the environment.

Toxic free is a way to demonstrate our ambition and create
action within our company and outisde of it

Enable the circular goal to use 100% recycled or other
sustainably sourced materials by 2030, from a chemical
perspective (materials and processes).
Clean factories. 
Drive common practice in the development of
industry standards, systems and tools.

Toxic free means that chemicals used in our products must
not represent a threat to people or the environment. 
Concentrations of harmful chemicals must be close to zero,
always considering the best technology available.

